Amid growing competition, retailers are increasingly interested in more effective aisle and display management strategies. These strategies involve placements of product categories in aisles and displays within each store to facilitate greater sales affinity (demand attraction) between categories to improve the store's share of customer wallet. The authors investigate the effects of aisle and display placements on the sales affinities between categories. They develop a spatial model of brand sales that allows for asymmetric store-specific affinity effects between two or more categories, while controlling for the effects of traditional merchandising and marketing-mix variables, such as price, feature, and display. They estimate the model on aggregate store-level data for regular cola and regular potato chip categories for a major retail chain, using hierarchical Bayesian methods. They show the usefulness and extension potential of the model through simulation of aisle placements for a third category. The results show that aisle and display placements have significant and sizable asymmetric effects on cross-category sales affinities comparable to those influenced by marketing-mix variables. Retail managers can use this detailed store-level model and subsequent insights to develop customized aisle and display management for their individual stores.
R
etailers today face increasing competition in their markets, prompting them to focus on in-store merchandising (e.g., aisle and display placement decisions) and promotion (e.g., price and deal decisions) strategies to improve their shares of consumer purchases and wallets (Bolton, Shankar, and Montoya 2007; Kumar, Shah, and Venkatesan 2006) . As much as 70% of consumer decisions for grocery products are made at the store, making these in-store merchandising decisions critical to retailers' performance (Aldata Solution 2007) . To this end, retailers are going beyond category management to cross-category management initiatives involving merchandising and promotion (Basuroy, Mantrala, and Walters 2002; McTaggart 2005) . Whereas the goal of category management is to maximize profits across brands within a product category, the objective of cross-category management is to optimize profits across categories.
At the heart of cross-category management lies a deep understanding of a cross-category sales affinity (demand attraction between categories) analysis that helps retailers identify the product categories that are likely to be purchased together (Supermarket Business 1999). More formally, the sales affinity of a focal product category to a second product category can be defined as the tendency for sales in the second product category to influence sales in the focal category. The observed sales affinity between any two product categories at a store may be due to (1) the aisle placement, (2) the location of displays, (3) marketing-mix decisions (e.g., prices, deals), and (4) purely coincident purchases for the two categories. The sales affinity due to the first three elements depends on the intrinsic or inherent tendency of the categories to be bought and consumed together in a usage situation or occasion. Retailers can use the results of affinity analyses to plan more effective in-store merchandising and promotion strategies to increase their customers' cross-buying of products, leading to greater purchases at their stores.
Retailers' embrace of cross-category management initiatives is also changing the way manufacturers market their products. To be more responsive to the retailers' emphasis on improving cross-category performance, manufacturers are paying greater attention to cross-category affinities in planning their marketing strategies (Dupre and Gruen 2004) . For example, Pepsi and Frito-Lay jointly undertake integrated marketing campaigns together with extensive cross-category merchandising to boost sales and profits in both the soft drink and the snack categories (The Wall Street Journal 2003) . Similarly, General Mills helps retailers improve merchandising strategies through analysis of purchases across categories (ACNielsen 2005) . In addition to helping retailers, such strategies can also benefit the manufacturer by increasing the sales of multiple brands in disparate but related categories. The benefits are particularly high if a manufacturer is a category captain (typically a leading vendor of the category) that the retailer selects to plan merchandising and other marketing decisions for that category (Gray 2005 ).
An important part of a retailer's cross-category management strategy is aisle management strategy. Aisle management involves the effective placement of categories in the store aisles to improve customers' shopping experience, sales of related categories, and overall store performance (Burke 2005; Drug Store News 1998) . The relative aisle placement of two categories is typically represented by aisle adjacency, which refers to the proximity of aisles that stock the categories. Retailers can significantly benefit from effective aisle management decisions. For example, according to the director of category management at the SuperValu chain, the retailer used to stock boxed dinners in one aisle and rice mixes two aisles from it (Progressive Grocer 2004a). However, moving the products even closer may provide higher visibility for the products and a better shopping experience for the consumers.
Another critical part of retail cross-category management strategy is display placement strategy. The location and proximity of displays of one category with respect to another category can have a significant effect on the sales of both categories. A detailed understanding of such effects can help retailers better manage the placement of displays of different categories in the store.
Although analysis of the effects of aisle and display placements on cross-category sales is important to retailers, it is not an easy task for several reasons. First, these effects need to be estimated in the presence of other marketing-mix variables, such as price and feature advertising, which are important determinants of retail sales (Bolton and Shankar 2003; Kirande and Kumar 1995; Kumar and Leone 1988; Shankar and Bolton 2004; Walters 1991) . Second, the analysis method should account for the spatial distances or differences in locations of aisles and displays. Third, the analysis should allow for potential asymmetries in these effects between product categories. Such asymmetry exists when the affinity of Category 1 (e.g., potato chips) to Category 2 (e.g., cola)-in other words, the effect of sales of Category 2 on sales of Category 1-is different from the affinity of Category 2 to Category 1 (i.e., the effect of sales of Category 1 on sales of Category 2). These asymmetries in the effects of aisle and display placements on the sales of two categories can have important implications for retailers. By knowing the categories whose aisle and display placements have strong effects on the sales of other categories, a retailer can choose the locations of aisles and displays for different categories to boost overall store sales.
Thus far, retail stores have adopted a macro approach to aisle and display management, grouping product categories into broad clusters for aisle location based on consumer expectations, shopping habits, store size, and area demographics (Goldschmidt 2007; McTaggart 2005; Progressive Grocer 1996) . This approach typically focuses on optimal floor space allocations. For example, SuperValu practices a category space optimization approach in which the retailer decides retail floor space for a product category on the basis of its contribution to overall store sales (Tarnowski 2004) .
However, such approaches or models have important limitations and are suboptimal. First, these approaches primarily focus on floor space allocation and do not account for spatial proximities between aisles and across display locations. Second, many aisle and display placement decisions are based on managerial judgment that may be suboptimal. A retailer-level model that captures the effects of spatial proximities can potentially enable retailers to improve their aisle and display placement decisions significantly, leading to sizable profit gains. The incremental annual profit from more effective aisle and display placements of two categories, such as cola and chips⎯typically among the top six categories of a supermarket chain in sales volume⎯could range from $10 to $15 million for a 200-store retail chain. 1 In this article, we develop a spatial model to analyze the effects of aisles and display placements on the sales affinity between categories, while controlling for the effects of marketing-mix variables, such as price, feature, and display, on cross-category brand sales. We estimate our model on store-level brand sales data for regular cola and potato chip product categories, using the hierarchical Bayesian method. We show the usefulness and extension potential of the model through simulation of aisle and display placements of a third category. Our empirical analysis reveals important findings. It shows that aisle and display placements have significant and sizable asymmetric effects on cross-category sales affinities, comparable to those influenced by marketing-mix variables.
We believe that this research makes important contributions. First, to our knowledge, this is the first article to analyze empirically the effects of aisle and display placements on cross-category sales, providing important insights into these decisions. In doing so, our work extends prior research (e.g., Bultez and Naert 1988; Corstjens and Doyle 1981; Dréze, Hoch, and Purk 1994) on retail floor space and shelf space management and enables ease of analysis by using readily available store-level scanner data rather than costly in-store experiments that vary aisle placements. Second, this research offers a spatial statistical analysis tool that accounts for the distances across aisle and display locations to study the effects of aisle and display placements on cross-category sales, thus helping retailers improve their performance store by store. Third, we extend spatial modeling applications in marketing that use only a single spatial correlation parameter by allowing for asymmetric effects through the use of two parameters and by employing multiple spatial autoregressive structures to model disparate in-store category affinities. Our analysis incorporates both substitution effects within a category and complementary effects across categories, offering a comprehensive approach to measuring affinity effects.
Conceptual Development
Typically, the demand for two product categories is complementary when they are consumed together. Examples of pairs of complementary categories include toothpaste and toothbrush, cake mix and cake frosting, and detergent and fabric softener. The greater the intrinsic sales affinity 2 Similarly, a category commonly bought on a planned purchase or stock-up trip is more likely to trigger a purchase of a product category usually purchased on a fill-in shopping trip than vice versa. between any two categories, the larger are the effects of aisle and display placements and promotional decisions across the two categories. Prior research in this realm has used both household-level (market basket) data and storelevel data to empirically infer these complementarities through the correlation of preferences across categories. In general, studies that use market basket data investigate the problem at the category level, and those that use store-level data examine these effects at the brand level.
The relative aisle placement of categories in the store can affect the joint purchases of two or more categories. Although there is a dearth of studies on aisle placement, the related literature on retail floor space and shelf space management suggests that there could be cross-category affinities due to aisle placement. Several studies have developed algorithmic optimization approaches to shelf space allocations while considering cross-category effects (e.g., Borrin and Farris 1995; Bultez and Naert 1988; Corstjens and Doyle 1981; Curhan 1972; Thurik and Kooiman 1986; Urban 1998 ). Dréze, Hoch, and Purk (1994) report results from a field experiment about shelf placement, in which juxtaposing a product category, such as fabric softeners, between the shelves of the complementary categories of liquid and powder detergents resulted in a significant increase in the sales of the laundry care category as a whole.
Although these studies suggest the importance of floor space and shelf placements for cross-category sales, they do not examine the effects of aisle or display placements. Moreover, little is known about the potential asymmetry in the effects of both aisle and display placements across categories that makes the effect of aisle placement of one category on the sales of the other category different from that of the other category. For example, the likelihood of a toothpaste purchase evoking the chewing gum category in the consumer's mind and triggering the latter category's purchase may be higher than the converse event. Such differences have been attributed to the strength of the associations between categories under the associated network theory of category knowledge structures (Ratneshwar and Shocker 1991) . Through its strong link to the oral care category in the consumer's mind, the toothpaste category can evoke a related category, such as chewing gum. However, the chewing gum category does not have oral care as its central benefit, because it is both an experience product and a social product that can be shared. Consequently, the purchase of chewing gum is less likely to evoke oral care and the toothpaste category to which it is linked in the consumer's associated network. 2 Furthermore, because traveling to a different aisle imposes a disutility to consumers, we expect that the affinities in both directions (toothpaste on chewing gum and chewing gum on toothpaste) are attenuated by the distance between the aisles.
The implication of the asymmetric affinities between the categories is that if a consumer visits the toothpaste aisle to make a purchase, he or she may decide to look for chewing gum as well. If chewing gum is available in an aisle nearby, the consumer may see it and buy it. However, the close proximity of chewing gum to toothpaste may not necessarily lead to the consumer buying toothpaste when he or she first visits the aisle containing chewing gum. Thus, there are strong theoretical reasons to expect the influence of aisle placements on cross-category affinities to be asymmetric.
The placement of displays for a category may also affect sales of another category. Displays serve as reminder advertising for a brand, a product category, and other product categories that might be related to that category in a consumer's categorization schema (Sujan and Dekleva 1987) . As with aisle placement, display placement of product categories offers a goal-oriented shopper several benefits. It reduces information search complexity by making assortment assembly easier; it reduces acquisition efforts, enhancing convenience; it provides in-store cueing of forgotten needs relating to another category; and it facilitates variety seeking and new product choice to meet the goal (Ratneshwar, Pechmann, and Shocker 1996) . Our purpose is to investigate such effects using store-level sales data to provide actionable implications for aisle and display placements. In addition to aisle and display placements, pricing and deal decisions in one category may affect purchase incidence in related categories.
Prior studies have used different models and data to estimate these effects. Manchanda, Ansari, and Gupta (1999) develop and estimate a multivariate probit model for purchase incidence decisions across cake mix, cake frosting, fabric detergent, and fabric softener categories, using market basket data. In a similar vein, Russell and Peterson (2000) assess cross-category dependence in consumer choice behavior using a multivariate logistic model. They estimate their model using market basket data on paper towels, toilet tissues, facial tissues, and paper napkins and find that these categories are characterized by inelastic own demands and mostly negative cross-price elasticities. 3 Heilman and Bowman (2002) examine segmentation of consumer purchasing across multiple categories using a logitmixture model estimated on household purchases of three baby product categories. Using store-level data, Song and Chintagunta (2006) model both store choice and brand purchase incidence for four categories: analgesics, ready-to-eat cereals, laundry detergents, and toilet tissues. They find that cross-category price elasticities are much smaller than owncategory price elasticities. Moreover, they identify some categories as complements and some as substitutes. Wedel and Zhang (2004) estimate within-and cross-category effects of regular and sale prices on brand sales for the refrigerated and frozen orange juice categories. Other researchers have investigated correlations in price sensitivity across categories without explicitly examining coincidence of purchases (e.g., Ainslie and Rossi 1998; Kopalle, Mela, and Marsh 1999; Russell and Kamakura 1997). 4 5 Other nonmarketing studies that use spatial statistics methodology to study various problems include Gelfand, Kottas, and MacEachern (2005) . 6 In our case, I c = 4, C = 2, J = 79, and T = 108.
The effect sizes of aisle and display placements and of marketing-mix variables, such as price, feature, and display, in one category on the sales of another category may be different. Although the effects of such marketing variables on category sales have been shown to be significant (e.g., Kumar and Leone 1988) , they may not necessarily be higher than those of aisle and display placements, because these in-store merchandising activities are becoming increasingly influential on sales (Dréze, Hoch, and Purk 1994) . There is no strong theoretical rationale on the relative sizes of these effects, so we view them as empirical issues suitable for detailed investigation with appropriate models and data.
Model Development
To examine cross-category effects, we develop a model of cross-category sales using spatial statistics. Marketing researchers have used models based on spatial statistical methodology in other contexts (e.g., Bronnenberg and Mela 2004; Jank and Kannan 2005, 2006; Rust and Donthu 1995; Ter Hofstede, Wedel, and Steenkamp 2002; Yang and Allenby 2003) . 5 However, to our knowledge, we are the first to use the spatial statistical methodology to study the effect of aisle and display placements on cross-category sales.
We can write our model as follows:
where S cjt = [S 1cjt , S 2cjt , …]′ is a stacked vector of brand sales such that S icjt is unit sales of brand i in category c at store j in week t and p cjt , d cjt , and f cjt are vectors of brand prices, displays, and features, respectively, stacked in a way similar to S cjt , where i = 1, …, I c ; c = 1, …, C; j = 1, …, J; and t = 1, …, T. 6 Furthermore, Season is a vector of dummy variables capturing seasonality effects, and Holiday is a vector of dummy variables representing holidays, such as Memorial Day and Christmas. In addition, B, N j , Ψ, Γ, Π, χ, and η represent vectors of coefficients for the corresponding variables; θ cj is a vector of aisle placementinduced cross-category sales affinities (i.e., a function of observed aisle placements); φ cjt is a vector of display placement-influenced cross-category sales affinities (i.e., a function of observed display locations); and ε cjt is a vector of residual errors. We use a double-log functional form for price and a loglinear form for display, feature, and their interaction (i.e., the dependent variable is in log form, but the independent variables are in linear form), consistent with prior studies (e.g., Kumar and Leone 1988; Shankar and Bolton 2004; Van Heerde, Gupta, and Wittink 2003) . The double-log form for a variable such as price has the desirable property of the parameter estimate directly providing the elasticity for that variable. We can compare the price elasticities for
different brands by directly comparing the parameter estimates. Moreover, the double-log form captures the diminishing-returns-to-scale property for the variable. The log-linear form is appropriate for dummy variables, such as those for display, feature, and their interaction, because these variables take the value of zero for several observations. For parsimony, we examine two product categories in the model but can include more categories by expanding the number of rows and columns in the weighting matrices (we describe this in greater detail subsequently) in the model to accommodate affinities among multiple categories. Alternatively, we can analyze categories in a pairwise way, as we show subsequently in an extension to this model. In our empirical analysis, we consider two categories that are a priori expected to be complements: regular cola and potato chips; thus, in the rest of the article, we assume that the number of categories is C = 2. Our model incorporates both substitution effects between brands within a category and potential complementary effects across the categories. We present a more detailed specification of Equation 1 and the coefficient matrices in Appendix A.
Aisle Placement-Influenced Cross-Category Sales Affinities
In Equation 1, θ cj is the store-specific cross-category sales affinities for category c and store j that are influenced by aisle placement. Let θ j denote the vector that comprises θ cj for both categories. We specify θ j using a spatial autoregressive structure (Smith and LeSage 2004) , as follows:
In Equation 2, u j is a stacked vector of nonspatial errors for the two categories at store j. Our specification estimates θ j at the category level rather than at the brand level because the latter model is difficult to identify with our data. Appendix A provides additional details of the distribution assumptions for u j . The sales affinity between the categories is captured by the spatial term, ρ(τ 1 W 1j + τ 2 W 2j )θ j . We posit that the sales affinity between two categories depends on the distance between the aisles in which the categories are stocked in the store. Typically, cola and chips are located in different aisles in the store. However, in some stores, the categories face each other or are located on opposite sides of the same aisle. Because sales affinity may be greater in the latter case than in the former, we use separate weighting matrices, W 1j and W 2j , for store j to capture these two effects (i.e., aisle distances between the categories and whether they are on opposite sides of the same aisle, respectively). We describe W 1j and W 2j in greater detail in Appendix A. The terms τ 1 and τ 2 are weights (normalized to sum to one) attached to W 1j and W 2j , respectively, and they capture the relative influence of the two effects in explaining cross-category sales affinity. In Equation 2, we specify W 1j and W 2j on the basis of store planogram data, but we estimate the other parameters.
The spatial correlation parameter matrix ρ consists of two parameters, ρ 1 and ρ 2 , that capture the directional affini- 
7 For a review of such models, see Anselin (1988) .
ties between the two categories, where {ρ 1 , ρ 2 } ∈ (-1, 1). Thus, ρ 1 measures the affinity of sales in Category 1 to sales in Category 2. In other words, ρ 1 is a measure of the influence of sales in Category 2 on sales in Category 1. Similarly, ρ 2 measures the affinity of sales in Category 2 to sales in Category 1. Because we consider cola and chips complements, we expect both ρ 1 and ρ 2 to be positive. Moreover, because the affinity of cola to chips can be different from that of chips to cola, we allow for two spatial correlation parameters in the form of ρ 1 and ρ 2 . As we noted previously, this step is a significant extension of prior research, which has used only a single spatial correlation parameter. 7
Display Placement-Influenced Cross-Category Sales Affinities
The term φ cjt in Equation 1 captures the cross-category sales affinity influenced by the distance of display placements (e.g., wing/end-of-aisle displays) from the aisles containing the categories. Because the location of the display placements can vary from week to week within a store, we have the time subscript t for φ cjt . As with the aisle placement affinity parameter, θ cj , we estimate φ cjt using a spatial autoregressive structure at the category level rather than at the brand level for similar reasons. In addition, we estimate a single spatial correlation parameter (ρ 3 ) for φ cjt . We define φ jt to be the vector of the category-level parameters, φ cjt . We specify φ jt using the following spatial autoregressive structure:
The spatial error term, ρ 3 W 3jt φ jt , in Equation 4 represents the cross-category sales affinities influenced by display placements, where ρ 3 is the spatial correlation parameter that indicates the strength of such affinities, ρ 3 ∈ (-1, 1). Because we expect the two categories to be complements, we anticipate ρ 3 to be positive. We construct the weighting matrix W 3jt using the observed distance of a display location from the aisle of the other category so that it reflects our assumption that the influence of displays on crosscategory sales affinities is inversely related to this distance. We provide additional details about the specification of W 3jt in Appendix A.
Cross-Category Sales Affinities Due to Purchase Coincidence
The last term, ε cjt , in Equation 1 is a stacked vector of residual errors, ε icjt , in the response equations for all brands in category c-that is, ε cjt = (ε 11jt , ε 21jt , ..., ε I 1 1jt , ε 12jt , ε 22jt , ..., ε I 2 1jt )′. We estimate the full variance-covariance matrix of these residuals in which ε icjt in any store j and week t is assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution: ε icjtÑ (0, Σ). The off-diagonal elements in Σ represent residual covariances among sales of different brands. Following Manchanda, Ansari, and Gupta (1999) , we view these covariances as "sales coincidences" that are not explained by any of the effects that are controlled for in the modelnamely, marketing-mix, aisle placement, and display placement effects. 
Heterogeneity
Note that our specification of the spatial terms in Equation 1 incorporates heterogeneity across stores in the categorylevel intercepts through θ cj and φ cjt . In addition, for parsimony, we incorporate heterogeneity in only the price response parameters (Hoch et al. 1995; Manchanda, Ansari, and Gupta 1999) , as Appendix A specifies. Consistent with our discussion in the "Conceptual Development" section, our model breaks down the observed sales affinity into four components. The first component is the spatial term, ρ(τ 1 W 1j + τ 2 W 2j )θ j , in Equation 2, which captures the extent to which sales affinity is affected by relative aisle placements in a store. The second component is the term ρ 3 W 3jt φ jt , which accounts for the influence of display placement of one category on the sales of another. The third component is the cross-category sales affinity induced by marketing-mix effects. These effects are captured by the cross-category terms in the brand price and brand display parameter matrices, N j and Ψ. The final component of affinity that is independent of in-store merchandising and marketing-mix efforts is the covariance terms in the residual error matrix, Σ. For example, we might observe affinity between two categories because consumers may purchase them together when they undertake stock-up trips (sales coincidence).
The magnitude of the observed affinity between the categories as captured by the first three components is influenced by the intrinsic affinity between the categories. Thus, although we may induce an (observed) affinity between potato chips and detergent, for example, by placing them in adjacent aisles in a store, the magnitude of this affinity will be tempered by the intrinsic affinity between these products. Among the four components, the first three are managerially actionable because they capture the combined impact of managerial actions (e.g., aisle, display placements) and the intrinsic affinity between the categories.
A spatial model, such as the one we specify here, is appropriate for analyzing affinities between categories because affinity can be viewed as autoregression between the errors in the sales equation for the two categories. Because this autoregression is moderated by the spatial distance between the categories in a retail context, the specification in Equation 2 is referred to as a spatial autoregressive error structure.
Data and Estimation
Data We use a store-level scanner data set provided by a supermarket chain in the United States to estimate our model. The data are available for two categories, regular cola and regular potato chips, for a period of roughly 108 weeks from November 1996 to December 1998 for 160 stores. They include information on prices, displays, and features. In addition, they contain information on aisle and display placements for the categories in each store.
These categories are prominent drivers of supermarket sales. For example, in 2005, the supermarket sales of carbonated soft drinks and potato chips were $12 billion and $3 billion, respectively. 8 Moreover, sales of soft drinks and salty snacks, such as potato chips, dominate supermarket sales, accounting for 21.5% and 13.2% of supermarket sales, respectively, during April 2006-March 2007 (Nation's Restaurant News 2007). Although we estimate the model using only two categories, we subsequently show how our methodology can be extended to include other important categories sold by the retailer when making overall decisions on aisle and display placements.
We select the top four brands in each of these categories for analysis. In the case of cola, we include the three national brands, Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and RC Cola, and a store brand (SCola). In the case of chips, we chose Lay's and Ruffles, the top two national brands; RChips, a strong regional brand; and SChips, a store brand. In both categories, the four chosen brands account for more than 90% of the total sales. We randomly select 79 stores from the 160 stores for estimating the model. The price, feature, and display variables are aggregated at the brand level using the Divisia method (Hoch et al. 1995) . The display (feature) variable is defined as the percentage of all Universal Product Codes (UPCs) of the brand that are on display (feature) during a given week in a store.
PepsiCo and the retailer own brands in both categories. PepsiCo owns the Pepsi brand in the cola category and the Lay's and Ruffles brands in the chips category. The retailer owns SCola and SChips. The remaining manufacturers manage brands in only one of the categories we analyze. Table 1 presents a descriptive summary of the two categories. In the regular cola category, Coke, Pepsi, and RC Cola are the premium brands and have similar average prices, though RC Cola has a much lower market share. Coke and Pepsi are displayed and featured heavily, whereas the cheaper store brand, SCola, is displayed and featured much less frequently. The regular potato chips category presents a different, idiosyncratic scenario. In this category, Lay's and Ruffles are the most expensive brands. Moreover, the mean sales of Lay's are higher than those of Ruffles, and Lay's is displayed and featured more often than Ruffles. However, a regional brand, RChips, has the largest market share. It is competitively priced and featured the most. SChips is the cheapest brand, is displayed relatively heavily, and has the lowest market share.
In our data, aisle placements are measured by the distance between aisle locations of the two categories in the store, whereas display placements are represented by the distance of a brand's displays from the aisles containing the product categories. The aisle and display placements vary from store to store. For the aisle distances, the mean distance between the beverage and the snack aisles for all the stores is approximately 3.03 aisles, with a standard deviation of 2.72 aisles. The maximum separation between the aisles is 17. The minimum separation between them occurs when cola and chips categories are stocked facing each other on opposite sides, and this is the case for 16 stores. In another 10 stores, the two categories are located on neighboring aisles. In the case of display placements, there is both interstore and intertemporal variation. The mean dis-9 Details are available on request. We also performed a simulation study to check whether the model is identified and whether the parameters are recovered as per Equation 1. The parameter estimates recovered were close to the true values and lie within the 95% highest posterior density intervals. Moreover, the correlation between the true and the recovered values is high, and the mean square error (MSE) is low. For example, for the marketing-mix coefficients, the correlation is in the range of .97-.99, and the MSE is approximately .30. Similarly, for θ, the correlation between the true and the estimated values is .99, and the MSE is .20. In case of φ, this correlation is .80, and the MSE is 1.3. In addition, when we increase the sample size, the estimates improve for all the parameters, and the correlations between their true and their estimated values increase considerably, and the MSE drops. These findings suggest that the model is identified and that our procedure can recover the parameters successfully. 10 In addition, we estimated parallel chains with different starting values, but the results remain unchanged. tance of display placements from the cola aisle to the chip display is 12.36, with a standard deviation of 3.10 aisles. The maximum and minimum distances are 21 and 3 aisles, respectively. The mean distance between the snack aisle and the cola display is 14.36, with a standard deviation of 5.01. In this case, the maximum and minimum aisle separations are 23 and 7, respectively. We use the distances measured in aisles in the weighting matrices for the spatial error terms in our model.
Estimation
We estimate our model as a hierarchical Bayesian model, using Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques. In general, prior research has found hierarchical Bayesian models to be advantageous when modeling heterogeneity in response coefficients, as in Equation 5. For the hierarchical Bayesian model, we specify the prior distributions for the parameters of the model by using diffuse priors and conjugate distributions whenever possible. 9 We use a total of 30,000 iterations for the Markov chains with a "burn-in" of 27,500. We use the last 2500 to calculate the posterior means and the standard deviations of the model parameters. We also graphically monitor the chains for convergence. 10
Results and Discussion
In this section, we present and discuss the results from the proposed model. We begin with a discussion of the sales affinities induced by aisle placement. Subsequently, we discuss the affinities influenced by display placement. Finally, we elaborate on the affinities due to marketing-mix variables and cross-category coincidences. 
Aisle Placement-Influenced Cross-Category Sales Affinities

TABLE 1 Descriptive Statistics for Sales and Marketing Variables
Thus, locating the aisles containing the cola and chips categories closer to each other can increase cross-category affinities, leading to a greater share of customer wallet. The higher value of τ 2 relative to τ 1 (which equals 1 -τ 2 ) indicates that having the chips and cola categories facing each other across the same aisle has a greater impact on crosscategory sales affinity than moving the aisles of the two categories closer together by one aisle.
The relative magnitudes of ρ 1 and ρ 2 suggest that the affinity of cola to chips is 49% higher than the affinity of chips to cola. Typical consumption behavior may explain such an asymmetry. Consumers typically feel the need to consume a drink such as cola when eating a snack such as a potato chip, but they may not feel the need to eat chips when consuming a drink. Thus, from a marketing perspective, sales of chips can more effectively drive sales in the cola category than vice versa. This finding implies that promotion and merchandising in the chips category may be more effective from the perspective of maximizing sales across multiple categories. This implication is valuable to retailers and manufacturers in implementing cross-category management with respect to these categories. Finally, σ 2 is statistically significant, suggesting that there are significant variations in category sales across stores that are not explained by affinities induced by aisle placements. We subsequently discuss these residual variations across stores.
Display Placement-Influenced Cross-Category Sales Affinities
From Table 2 , the effect of display placements on crosscategory sales affinities, as denoted by ρ 3 , is also significant. The implication is that retailers can use displays more effectively by positioning them closer to complementary categories to increase cross-category sales. Moreover, manufacturers such as PepsiCo, which sells products in both the chip and the cola categories, should be willing to pay more for displays of their brands that are located closer to their brands' complementary category.
When we compare the magnitude of ρ 3 with those of ρ 1 and ρ 2 , the placement effects due to aisle distance are more prominent than those due to display placements. A possible reason for this result is as follows: In the case of display placement, because only one or two brands in a category are displayed at any time, only the sales from the displayed brands can create a cross-category affinity. In the case of aisle placement, however, the cross-category affinity is influenced by all the brands in the aisles.
Marketing-Mix Effects
Average category effects. Before discussing the brandlevel estimates, we consider category averages of the marketing-mix effects to understand the relative magnitudes of the effects. Table 3 presents the category averages for the within-and cross-category effects for price and display and for the own-category effects of feature advertising. The signs of the averages of the own-category effects conform to expectations: negative price coefficients and positive display and feature coefficients. Moreover, the averages for the own-category cross-effects show positive signs for price effects and negative signs for display effects, as we expected. In general, the magnitude of the own-category effects is larger for the potato chips category than for the regular cola category. This finding suggests that marketingmix variables have a greater effect in the potato chips category than in the cola category.
We now consider the cross-category effects reported in Table 3 . The results are consistent with the pattern for owncategory results in that the cross-effects of potato chips are larger than those of cola. Thus, prices in the chips category have a greater effect in stimulating sales in the cola category than vice versa. Among the cross-category effects included in the model, price effects are the most prominent, followed by display effects. Comparing the own-and crosscategory effects, we find that, in general, the own-category effects are larger than the cross-category effects, consistent with our expectation.
Brand-level estimates. Tables 4 and 5 report the mean parameter estimates across stores. There are wide asymmetries in the effects across various brands in both categories. In the cola category, for the price effects, the store brand has a greater influence on the national brands in the same category than vice versa. This result is a departure from prior literature, which finds that the national brands typically steal more from lower-priced store brands than vice versa (e.g., Blattberg and Wisniewski 1989; Sethuraman, Srinivasan, and Kim 1999) . The price cross-elasticities in the chips category are significantly different from zero for most brand pairs, suggesting greater perceived substitutability of the brands in this category than in the cola category. Furthermore, in this category, a price hike by Lay's, Ruffles, or SChips increases the sales of RChips more than any other brand. RChips is the competitively priced, largest-selling brand. It also has the highest price elasticity (in absolute value). It appears that customers prefer it more for its value proposition-namely, reasonable quality at reasonable price. Thus, RChips benefits the most if the rival brands increase their prices, but it also loses the most if it increases its own price. In contrast, Lay's, the most expensive and least price-elastic brand, may be viewed as a higher-quality brand. In addition, this pattern of results holds for the crosscategory price effects in Table 5 . Pepsi and RChips gain the most from a price cut in their complementary categories of potato chips and cola, respectively. Notes: In some cases (e.g., price elasticities for regular cola and cross-effects of regular potato chips), the maximum has a negative sign because that is the expected direction of effect.
The display effects in Table 4 indicate that sales of Lay's and Ruffles benefit strongly from displays. The results (in Table 5 ) of the cross-category display effects illustrate how firms can use brands in multiple categories to compete effectively. For example, when Coke is on display, Pepsi's sales are hurt more disproportionately than Coke's sales are when Pepsi is on display. However, PepsiCo can mitigate this effect through cross-category display and price promotion of Lay's. Moreover, although the sales of Pepsi drop when Coke is on display, the sales of Lay's increase, benefiting PepsiCo. The display × feature interaction effect is significant only for SCola and RC Cola in the cola category and Lay's, SChips, and RChips in the chips category. In general, the display × feature interaction effects are more prominent for the store brand. Among the holiday and season dummies, Super Bowl, Memorial Day, Independence Day, and summer season have significant effects on sales.
Model Validation
We compare the performance and the fit of the proposed model (full model) with those from several alternative models. We report the alternative model descriptions and the fit statistics, as measured by the log Bayes factor for the insample fit and the mean square error for the out-of-sample fit, in Table 6 . For each alternative model specification, the log Bayes factor reflects the ratio of the posterior odds of the full model to that of the alternative model (West and Harrison 1997) . A log Bayes factor value greater than two indicates strong evidence in favor of the full model over the alternative specification. For computing the out-of-sample fit, we first divide the data for each store into two halves, each comprising 54 weeks. We reestimate the models on the first half and use the second half for prediction. From the fit statistics, we find that the full model outperforms all the other model specifications for both in-sample and out-ofsample statistics. Moreover, the null model, which does not include cross-category sales affinities as influenced by aisle and display placements, performs substantially worse than the other models that incorporate such effects. We conclude that aisle and display placement-influenced cross-category affinities are important in explaining the data.
Managerial Implications
The Impact of Aisle and Display Placements Across Categories Both retailers and manufacturers can benefit from an increased understanding of the impact of in-store merchandising decisions on cross-category sales. Indeed, in many instances, the same manufacturer markets complementary categories and also serves as the category captain, helping the retailers manage those categories in the store (Convenience Store News 2007; Progressive Grocer 2004b) . To analyze the cross-category impact of aisle management, we compute the effect of aisle placements on sales (for the results, see Table 7 ; for details on how we compute 11 Both retailers and manufacturers can estimate our model using a standard statistical package, such as SAS with a managerfriendly interface in Excel or Visual Basic.
12 In our data, the categories face each other in an aisle in approximately 20% of the stores (16 of the 79 stores). For the sales impact analysis, we consider the case in which the categories are relocated to face each other in an additional 27 stores, leading to 55% (or a majority) of stores with the categories facing each other in an aisle. For simplicity, we do not consider the effects on the categories displaced by moving the cola and chips aisles closer. 13 Note that the increase in the sales of Case 4 is not the sum of the increases in Cases 1 and 3, because the specified model is not effects and elasticities, see Appendix A). 11 We calculate the elasticities and effects for four scenarios: In Case 1, we move the categories of chips and cola one aisle closer in all the stores in the chain; in Case 2, we move the categories of chips and cola one aisle farther in all the stores; in Case 3, we move the categories of chips and cola so that they face each other in 55% of the stores; and in Case 4, we move the categories so that they face each other in 55% of the stores and are one aisle closer in the remaining stores. 12 Table 7 shows that moving the categories one aisle closer results in a modest increase in sales. However, moving the categories so that they face each other in 55% of the stores leads to a substantial increase in mean sales. 13 over, the increase in mean weekly sales is considerably different across brands. For example, in Case 1, the sales of Coke and Pepsi rise appreciably, whereas those of RC Cola change negligibly. In the chips category, the sales of RChips increase the most. Similar patterns can be observed for other cases as well. Thus, stronger brands benefit more than weaker brands from these aisle placement changes.
We perform a similar analysis for display adjacencies. However, the effects of display adjacencies are not substantial because of the smaller magnitude of the display spatial correlation parameter ρ 3 , as we discussed previously.
Our analysis considers the effect of aisle and display changes on the sales of only the two focal categories. To make comprehensive decisions on aisle and display placements, a retailer needs to consider the effects of aisle and display changes on the sales of other key product categories as well. In such a situation, our model can be extended to analyze the affinities related to these additional categories.
The Impact of Aisle Placements on Sales of a Third Category
In this section, we show how the inclusion of other categories in the analysis modifies the previous results on the sales impact of moving the aisle locations of cola and chips closer together. We illustrate this analysis by simulating the effects of a third category, nonrefrigerated/shelf juice (e.g., cranberry juice). The simulation consists of the following steps: In Step 1, with the third juice category under consideration, we simulate a model similar to Equation 1 for the two category pairs, juice-cola and juice-chips, to supplement our analysis of the cola-chips pair. We use the proposed model pairwise across categories because this approach is reasonable and avoids the risk that specification error in one category will contaminate the results for all the 14 We obtained the current juice data from another northeastern U.S. supermarket chain that operates approximately 70 stores.
categories. Because we could not obtain real data on the juice category for the same period as that for cola and chips, we assume "reasonable" parameters for the model for the category pairs (i.e., juice-cola and juice-chips). We base these reasonable parameters (elasticities) on current juice category data that we obtained from another source. 14 In
Step 2, in the models for the juice-cola and juicechips pairs, we add a separate weighting matrix whose elements take the value of one if the juice aisle is located between the cola and chips aisles and zero if otherwise. We describe this model in greater detail in Appendix B. By adding a separate weighting matrix to indicate the location of the juice category between the chips and cola categories, we can incorporate the juxtaposition effects on the juice category similar to those that Dréze, Hoch, and Purk (1994) observe for shelf locations within an aisle. We further assume that the juxtaposition effects are not important for cola and chips because of the strong complementarities that exist between them. In other practical applications, managerial judgment can help make such simplifications in the model.
We now reconsider our analysis of Case 3 in Table 7 by including the juice category. Recall that in this case, the chips and cola categories are moved so that they face each other in 55% of the stores. We assume that the relative location of the juice category with respect to the cola and chips categories in these target stores conforms to one of three possible layouts: (1) cola-juice-chips, (2) cola-chips-juice, and (3) juice-cola-chips in equal proportion. These layouts differ in the identity of the middle category among the three categories. Thus, a store with the first layout has the juice aisle located between those of the cola and potato chips categories. Because we do not consider shopping paths, we are agnostic to the order of these three categories (i.e., left to right versus right to left). Conforming to the assigned layout, we randomly generate the aisle location of the juice category for the different stores. Unlike the two-category Case 3 in Table 7 , the results of the three-category Case 3 may depend on whether the chips or the cola category is moved. Furthermore, the implications may depend on the specific layout (1, 2, or 3) in the given store. Table 8 presents the modified simulation results for Case 3 when the juice category is included. The baseline result represents the Case 3 values from Table 7, except that these values are now broken down by the store layout. Note that the Layout 3 stores have a greater improvement in revenues in the baseline case than the other two layouts. The greater improvement in these stores is simply a chance variation because stores were assigned randomly to the three layouts. Below the baseline results, we separately present the simulation results for moving the cola category to face the chips category (Scenario 1) and for moving the chips category to face the cola category (Scenario 2). Note that the spatial parameters assumed in our simulation (for the parameter values, see Appendix B) imply that there is a positive affinity (as influenced by aisle placement) between juice and chips and between juice and cola. However, the assumed affinity is greater for the juice-chips pair than for the juice-cola pair. A comparison of the results in Table 8 for both scenarios with the baseline results shows that the improvement in revenues is slightly higher when the juice category is included in the analysis. However, this overall improvement masks differences across stores with different layouts. When the cola category is moved, it has an adverse effect on the juice category in stores with Layout 3. The rationale is that the cola category is moved away from the juice aisle in stores with Layout 3, causing a decrease in cola-affinity-driven juice sales in these stores. However, juice sales are not adversely affected in stores with Layout 1, though the juice category is no longer juxtaposed between cola and chips. This result shows that the juxtaposition effect (based on the value of τ 3 in Appendix B) is not high enough to adversely affect juice in stores with Layout 1. In Scenario 2, in which we move the chips category, we observe an adverse effect on juice in stores with Layout 2 because chips move away from the juice aisle in these stores. Furthermore, because the affinity between juice and chips is stronger than that between juice and cola (for parameter, see Appendix B), the effects, both positive and negative, on juice are stronger when chips are moved (Scenario 2) than when cola is moved (Scenario 1). Indeed, Table 8 suggests that we can obtain better overall results by implementing Scenario 1 in stores with Layout 2 while adopting Scenario 2 in stores with Layouts 1 or 3. Overall, the simulation results of this section show that our methodology is fairly robust and can be extended to accommodate more categories.
Comparison of the Effects of Aisle Placements and Marketing-Mix Variables
An issue of managerial significance is the magnitude of the sales effects of aisle adjacencies compared with those of the traditional marketing-mix variables. For this comparison, we compute the elasticities with respect to the merchandising and marketing-mix variables (i.e., price, feature, and displays). In each of these cases, we change the relevant variable by 1% and calculate the corresponding change in sales. Because we operationalize the display (feature) variable as the percentage of all UPCs of the brand on display (feature), a unit percentage increase in this variable corresponds to a 1% increase in UPCs displayed (featured).
The results of the comparison of elasticities of merchandising and marketing variables appear in Table 9 . To achieve the same change in sales produced by a unit decrease in interaisle distance, the retailer needs an overall price cut of 3.84% (.48% per brand). Similarly, to mimic the same increase in sales as in Case 3 (55% of stores with categories facing each other), the retailer requires a price cut of 37.07% per brand. Likewise, for merchandising variables, the retailer needs to increase display frequency by 11.52% per brand and feature frequency by 59.42% per brand to achieve the same sales as that achieved by moving the categories closer by an aisle. These results indicate that aisle placements and adjacencies can have as much an influence on sales as traditional marketing-mix variables, such as price, display, and feature. Thus, both retailers and manufacturers should pay close attention to aisle placements to increase sales, share of the customer wallet, and total profit.
Customizing Aisle Placement Strategies to Stores
Our analysis does not consider the costs of making changes in aisle placements. These costs may vary across stores. However, if we have access to the costs of changing aisle placements for each store, we can make customized recommendations on aisle placements for each store because we estimate the affinities induced by aisle placements at the individual store level (in θ cj ). Furthermore, because our model also identifies marketing-mix effects at the individual store level, we can identify stores that are more prone to aisle placement-induced affinities than to marketing-mix effects. Therefore, the results of our model calibration can be used to achieve a broader profit optimization through customized aisle placement and marketing-mix strategies for each store, depending on the store's responsiveness to these two variables. For example, depending on the relative responsiveness to these variables and the costs that might be incurred in implementing the store layout changes, certain stores may be targeted for better implementation of aisle management programs, and others may be selected for campaigns involving conventional merchandising/marketingmix variables.
Analysis of Residual Effects for Affinities
Aisle adjacencies are only one aspect of a store that affects sales affinities between categories. Other features, such as aisle width, store lighting, ease of navigation, and store congestion, may also affect the sales affinities between categories. Although our model accounts for aisle adjacencies through the weighting matrices in Equation 2, it absorbs the affinity induced by other store factors in the residual store effects, u j . It may be useful for retail chain managers to ana- lyze further the estimated residual store effects, u j , to identify stores that are underperforming or overperforming with regard to aisle placement affinities. Such an analysis can help managers identify the actionable conditions associated with overperforming stores and implement them in other stores.
An example of such an analysis appears in Figure 1 , which plots the residual store effects for each category along the two axes. The stores in Quadrant 1 have positive residuals for the effects of both cola on chips (u 1 ) and chips on cola (u 2 ). The positive residuals suggest that sales in both categories in these stores exceed those predicted by the affinity influenced by aisle placements. Moreover, because residuals are higher in both categories, there is affinity between the categories in these stores due to factors other than aisle placements alone. For these reasons, the stores in Quadrant 1 can be viewed as performing better in inducing affinities between the two categories. The individual characteristics of these stores can be explored to develop prescriptions to improve the performance of other stores in the chain. Further analysis reveals that this quadrant consists of approximately 21% of the total stores. The frills-free warehouse format is the predominant format (56%) among these stores. The other types of stores in the data include a combination of food and drugstores and supercenters, which typically sell a wider range of merchandise.
In contrast, stores in Quadrant 3 can be viewed as underperforming with respect to cross-category affinities because sales of both categories in these stores are below the levels predicted by the aisle placements. Thus, both the internal and the external environments for these stores need further investigation to pinpoint the factors that might be contributing to their below-average performance. Stores in Quadrants 2 and 4 represent stores that perform well in one category but are below average in the other category.
To increase affinity-driven sales in the underperforming category of stores in Quadrants 2 and 4 and to improve cost efficiency across stores, a retail chain could incorporate the features of the overperforming stores of Quadrant 1. Burke and Payton (2006) note several store characteristics beyond aisle placements that may increase purchases of complementary products. These factors include having good store signage, reducing clutter, and having wide aisles to facilitate shopper navigation. Retailers could pay attention to these additional factors in underperforming stores to improve cross-category performance. As another example, warehouse format stores stock a narrow assortment of large pack sizes of adjacent categories that could make them salient in shopper consideration and induce high sales affinities. Retailers could suitably modify the assortment and pack sizes on the shelves in underperforming stores to improve salience and cross-category affinity.
Conclusions, Limitations, and Further Research
In this article, we develop and estimate a spatial model using store-level data to study the effects of aisle and display placements on cross-category brand sales, while controlling for the effects of marketing-mix activities. Our results show that the effects of aisle and display placements on cross-category sales are significant and asymmetric. Among the two placement variables, the effect of aisle adjacencies is stronger than that of display adjacencies. Importantly, the sizes of these effects match or exceed those of marketing-mix variables (i.e., price, feature, and display). This research has important implications for both retailers and manufacturers because cross-category marketing programs depend on both manufacturers' incentives and retailers' willingness to implement such programs. Retailers can use the model results to make better aisle location and display decisions to increase overall sales and profitability. Moreover, they can exploit asymmetric sales affinities by making appropriate trade-off decisions. For example, if bringing the aisles of two categories (e.g., cola and chips) closer together to leverage sales affinities results in overcrowding of the aisles, the retailer can decide on the level of aisle separation required to achieve the desired overall sales lift by focusing on the sales of the category that benefits more from the asymmetry. Our simulation results with three categories show that asymmetric effects can be critically important in deciding which of two categories to move toward the other because each category may differentially affect a third category as a result of asymmetric effects. Furthermore, by comparing the differences in the aisle-induced affinities and marketing variables-induced affinities for the two categories, the retailer can better evaluate the payoffs from changing the aisle locations of the two categories compared with those from changing the marketing mix.
Manufacturers can use the results to better coordinate cross-category marketing programs and to cooperate effectively with retailers to encourage sales across their multiple brands. Given that current cross-category management initiatives tend to be more at a macro level and less detailed, our research can provide the necessary tool for manufacturers and retailers to apply detailed analysis to two or more selected categories to realize the value potential from such initiatives.
This research has certain limitations that further research could address. First, we performed the empirical analysis for two categories and a simulation for a third category. Other researchers could extend this analysis across more high-volume categories, for example, to a retailer's decision-support system for store layout decisions. Second, we consider only the effects of relative aisle placements on cross-category sales. Managers would also need to decide the absolute location of the aisles in the store (e.g., the direction and distance from store entrance). We could not obtain such data in our study, but future studies could collect such data and develop models to aid absolute aisle placement decisions. Third, although we glean insights into the effects of aisle and display placements on crosscategory affinities using sales data, some researchers are beginning to examine customers' shopping paths for additional insights into store layout decisions (Hui, Fader, and Bradlow 2007) . If such data were more readily available, researchers could seek triangulation of the affinity analysis results we illustrate herein with those from the analysis of shopping paths. Fourth, in some cases, aisle and display placement decisions may be influenced by factors such as trade deals and local market conditions. Further research could explore this endogeneity if relevant data on these factors are available. Finally, retailers are testing or using newer in-store technologies, such as radio frequency identification-enabled shopping carts, personal shopping assistants, and electronic displays, to improve shopability. The importance of these technologies in enhancing shopability may depend on consumers' perceptions of their values, both independently and in their interactions with merchandising decisions, such as those regarding aisle and display placements. Future studies could investigate the role of these technologies in influencing cross-category sales.
Appendix A
The matrix details of Equation 1 are specified in Table A1 . In Equation 1, N j and Ψ are (I 1 + I 2 ) × (I 1 + I 2 ) matrices, and Γ = γ i I, where I is an identity matrix of dimension (I 1 + I 2 ) × (I 1 + I 2 ), where I 1 and I 2 are the numbers of brands within each of the two categories. Note that our specification allows for a full unrestricted matrix of cross-brand estimates for prices and displays in the form of N j and Ψ, respectively, while we estimate own effects using Γ and Π for feature and display × feature interaction, respectively (Manchanda, Ansari, and Gupta 1999; Montgomery 1997) . We also estimated an alternative model in which we allow for the full matrix of responses in case of display × feature interaction. The results were similar.
Additional Details Regarding Equations 2-4
Formally, θ j = [θ 1j , θ 2j ]′ and u j = [u 1j , u 2j, ]′ in Equation 2. We assume that u j~ N(0, σ 2 I), where E(u j u k ) = 0 for j ≠ k. We specify the spatial correlation parameter matrix ρ as follows: ρ = [R 1 R 2 ], where R 1 is a I 1 × 1 vector whose elements are all equal to ρ 1 and R 2 is a I 2 × 1 vector whose elements are all equal to ρ 2 with {ρ 1 , ρ 2 } ∈ (-1, 1). In Equation 4, φ jt = [φ 1j , φ 2j ]′ and υ jt is a 2 × 1 vector of nonspatial errors, one for each category, with each error assumed to be independently distributed as N(0, ξ 2 ).
Description of the Weighting Matrices
The weighting matrices, W 1j and W 2j , used in Equation 2 have the following structure to reflect aisle placements of the categories:
where O 1 and O 2 represent square matrices of zeroes with dimensions I 1 and I 2 , respectively, and D 1j and D 2j are matrices of dimensions I 1 × I 2 and I 2 × I 1 , respectively, whose elements are all equal to 1/exp(d j ) (Yang and Allenby 2003) , where d j is the distance between the aisle locations of the two categories in store j. Thus, in line with the practice in the spatial modeling literature, the diagonal matrices in W 1j are zero because they correspond to brands in the same category and do not pertain to cross-category sales affinities. In contrast, the cross-category sales affinities are allowed to vary inverse exponentially with the distance between the aisle locations of the two categories through the off-diagonal matrices, D 1j and D 2j . Similarly, in the weighting matrix W 2j , the off-diagonal matrices, S 1j and S 2j , are indicator matrices of dimensions I 1 × I 2 and I 2 × I 1 , respectively, whose elements equal one if both Categories 1 and 2 in store j are on opposite sides of the same aisle and zero if otherwise. Thus, the matrix W 2j captures the crosscategory affinities that arise from both categories being on the opposite sides of the same aisle. We specify the weighting matrix W 3jt used in Equation 4 as follows:
Again, only the off-diagonal elements of W 3jt interact with cross-category components of φ jt , so the diagonal elements are set to zero. For store j in week t, the off-diagonal element above the diagonal in W 3jt is inverse exponentially related to the distance, δ 2jt , of the display in Category 2, as measured from the aisle in which Category 1 is stocked. This element captures variation in cross-category sales affinity induced in Category 1 due to changes in display placements in Category 2. The interpretation of the other off-diagonal element in W 3jt is analogous. In computing δ 1jt and δ 2jt for a given week t, we average the distance measures of all the displayed brands in a category if more than one brand is displayed. However, in our data, only one brand is displayed per week approximately 80% of the time. Moreover, we find that for some store weeks, none of the brands in a category are on display. For these store weeks, we let the corresponding off-diagonal element of W 3jt have a very small value of the order of .0005. This is equivalent to assigning a large value to δ 1jt or δ 2jt .
Heterogeneity
To specify heterogeneity in the price parameters, let β β j ′ = [vec (N j )′]. Our specification for heterogeneity in β β j is as follows: where the matrix Z contains demographic and competitor variables apart from the constant term and Δ is the corresponding matrix of coefficients. We mean-center the demographic and competitor variables so that we can interpret the constant term as the response for an average store. Furthermore, for parsimony, we allow all the price effects to have the same set of demographic estimates (Montgomery 1997) .
Computation of Elasticities
We compute the elasticities with posterior draws used in the estimation of the model parameters (Allenby and Lenk 1994) per Equation 1, with the following expressions for the spatial error components:
where u and υ are computed from Equations 2 and 4, respectively (Case 1991 ). When we compute the effect of changes in aisle or display placements, such changes result in a revision of the appropriate weighting matrices; these are indicated by W new and W 3new in the preceding expressions.
Appendix B Augmented Model Assumed for Cola-Juice and Chips-Juice
The augmented model assumed for the affinity between cola and juice and chips and juice is similar to Equation 1, except that display distances were not modeled; thus, φ cjt = 0. Furthermore, we modify Equation 2 as follows: Thus, we assume a third weighting matrix, W 4j , in the formulation for θ j to account for juxtaposition effects. Furthermore, we assume that τ 1 + τ 2 + τ 3 = 1. We assume that the strength of the complementarity between the juice-chips category pair is higher than that for the juice-cola category pair. This assumption is based on the reasoning that consumers might purchase a drink when they buy chips, though such behavior might not exist for juicecola purchases. However, the purchases in these categories might still be positively related because of the location of these categories within the store and because consumers might buy both juice and cola together. Thus, we assume that the affinity due to aisle distances is stronger (and positive) for juice-chips and weaker (and positive) for juicecola. We also assume that the magnitude of the affinity due to the juice category juxtaposed between chips and cola is lower than the affinity due to both the respective aisle distances and their presence on the same side of the aisle. .
